
Project 6: Warning Light for Bike 
 

We are going to add a Light Dependent Resistor (LDR) to the above circuit. The program will flash the 4 LEDs at a 

faster rate whenever light is detected. This will be useful as a Bike Warning Light. Whenever a car headlamp is 

detected the flashing lights could alert the driver. 

 

The LDR reduces in resistance when light is shone on it. We are going to use this property to switch a transistor 

ON and input this into one of the GPIO pins. When light is detected the input will go LOW and indicate to the 

Python software that the LEDs need to be flashed faster as a warning. 

 

The circuit for doing this is shown below. We are going to add this to the previous circuit with the 4 LEDs.  

 
 

 
 

 

Its important to make sure that the transistor is connected the right way round. The one we are using is known as 

an NPN transistor and the three pins are known as Collector (the more +ve side) the Base (where the control 

signal goes in) and the Emitter (has an arrow on it and is the more negative side). The pin configuration for the 

transistor used is shown here. 

 

 

 

Python code listed below. Now test your circuit and software out. When there is no lighting in the room, the LEDs 

will flash slowly at a rate of 0.5 sec ON and 0.5 sec OFF. Now shine a torch at the LDR. The lights will flash faster 

at a rate of 0.1 sec ON and 0.1 sec OFF. 

 

 

 



#!/usr/bin/env python 

#Python code for Bike Warning Light 

#www.sf-innovations.co.uk 

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO      #import GPIO library 

import time        #import time library 

GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BOARD)      #use board pin numbers 

GPIO.setwarnings(False) 

 

GPIO.setup(11, GPIO.OUT)      #setup pin 11 as output 

GPIO.setup(12, GPIO.OUT)      #setup pin 12 as output 

GPIO.setup(13, GPIO.OUT)       #setup pin 13 as output 

GPIO.setup(15, GPIO.OUT)        #setup pin 15 as output 

GPIO.setup(7, GPIO.IN, pull_up_down=GPIO.PUD_UP) 

 

#set all outputs high 

GPIO.output (11, True) 

GPIO.output (12, True) 

GPIO.output (13, True) 

GPIO.output (15, True) 

 

#function for reading light input and setting flashing rate 

def light(): 

    global x 

    if GPIO.input(7)== False: 

        x = 0.1 

    else: 

        x = 0.5 

    return x 

 

while True: 

    light() 

    GPIO.output (11, False) 

    time.sleep (x) 

    GPIO.output (11, True) 

    time.sleep (x) 

 

    light() 

    GPIO.output (12, False) 

    time.sleep (x) 

    GPIO.output (12, True) 

    time.sleep (x) 

 

    light () 

    GPIO.output (13, False) 

    time.sleep (x) 

    GPIO.output (13, True) 

    time.sleep (x) 

 

    light () 

    GPIO.output (15, False) 

    time.sleep (x) 

    GPIO.output (15, True) 

    time.sleep (x)            

 

GPIO.cleanup()   #tidy up GPIO port 

import sys        #exit program 

sys.exit() 

 

 

 


